
Methods and Instruments Available for the
Measurement and Study of Radium, Radon and
Other Alpha-Particle-Emitting Radioisotopes
of the ?38L) Radioective Decay Chain in Soils,
Rocks and Solutions.
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Introduction, Theory and Fundamentals

In the section following this, the techniques and apparatus for making
a ixirticiilar type of measurement are described first. Examples of such
measurements and of their value and interpretation follow this description,
or 'jowotiiuf'S follow tlie descriptions of a number of related methods. More
•,|)acc is devoted to new methods arid apparatus than to those which have been
used and described elsewhere. As used in these laboratories, some of the
latter incorporate modifications which are described; others are well known
and widely used methods which are mentioned only to indicate that they are
in use here or to contrast them with others. Only the most essential aspects
of theory and fundaments are described, and these chiefly in this introduction.
However, the references cited provide a complete theoretical basis and
justification for the methods described here.

Methods which are said to require further development have been tested
sufficiently that there is no doubt that they would work as described.
However, more tests are thought to be necessary to ascertain the ease with
which such measurements may be made, their sensitivity and their advantages
or disadvantages relative to other methods. They are described here because
they are obvious extensions of other methods described, because they may
offer important advantages, and to indicate the research and development
we consider it valuable to undertake in extending the presently available
methods.

In order to simplify these discussions it is assumed, unless otherwise
stated, that the only significant radioisotopes present in the sample
materials are those of the ? 3 8U decay series. If this were not the case*
adjustments in the procedures and the interpretations of the results would
be needed in some cases, but these methods could still be used.

This would usually be due to [Th] exceeding fUj; 2 3 5U and its decay
products would never contribute significantly to the alpha-activity
of a sample and alpha-emitting trans-uranic isotopes would probably
not be present even in cases of man-made contamination. For these
isotopes and elements:

Ippm U = 2.64 pCi Z 3 BU - alpha-activity per gram
= 0.106 " 2 3 5U - "

Ippm Th^ 0.66 " 232Th - "
These values take into account both the parent isotope and i ts decay
products. In the average material of the earth's crust the rat io
L " / I U J is about 5; thus, in i t , the alpha-activity of 23eU and 232Th
would be about equal. However in any material enriched in uranium,
that of7 3 8U would exceed that of 232Th.
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Leaving out the unimportant branches and intermediate isotopes which
do not concern us here, the :'3BU decr.y chain is:

5O)OV Th 25d U (2.48)lOr7

• • - " • • - > " c R a •"- * ; ' " R n • " »

(7.52)10"y 1622y

3.05m 26.8m 19.7m

?l'-p0 - .-" -» 2 10pb J__, 2 10Bi A , 2]0po __"

(LôîlO-^s 22y 5d 138.4d

Most of the measurements described here are of the concentration of one
or more of these radioisotooes in air, rock;soil, overburden or water samples.
Uranium concentrations, which are practically 2 3 8U concentrations, are usually
determined by fluoriinetric, X-ray fluorescence, or delayed neutron methods and
are given in ppm or ppb. The radioisotopes are usually measured in picocuries
per liter (pCi £-1) or picocuries per gram, A picocurie is a measure of radio-
activity, 2.7.2 disintegrations per minute (dpin); the mass it represents varies
with the isotope (2.99xlO"sq of ? 3 HU,10- 1 2 g of " 6 R a and 6.40xl0-18 g of 22?Rn
e.g.).

In a system in which the atoms cannot move about or diffuse signifi-
cantly, e.g., a rock at room temperature which is not undergoing weathering,
a decay series such as 3 2 8U 1 z06Pb reaches "radioactive equilibrium" or
"secular equilibrium" in a time -10X the half life of the longest lived decay
product. In a system in radioactive equilibrium there is an equal activity of
each isotope, i.e., lpCi of 2 3 8U is accompanied by ipCi of each of the other
isotopes through ? 1 0Po. In a system which began without decay products and
in which equilibrium has not yet been achieved the concentrations of the decay
products are lower than the equilibrium concentrations toward which they build
up assymptotically with time. Several million years are required for equilibrium
to be achieved in the 2 3 8U — > 206Pb system. However, in measuring the
isotopes of the 226Ra > 21DPb series the concentration of the 21°Pb is
usually never allowed to grow significantly, and consequently equilibrium may
be considered to be reached in the 226Ra » 2 1 0Pb system in about 10 hours.
For a number of reasons these are important considerations in measuring the
concentrations of these isotopes. Radium is frequently measured by means of
the radon produced from it, for example, and the degree of equilibrium in the
sample at the time of measurement must be known in order to derive the [Raj from
the measured LRnJ. As the decay products of 2 2 2Rn are solids at room
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temperature, they precipitate out of air onto any solid particles or surfaces
available. Honce they are normally not initially present in air pumped
through tub ing into a counter for measurement of radon and atmospheric radon
is usually not accompanied by its equilibrium activities of '"UfPo, SI''Pb,
/ll4Bi and '''HPo. The extent to which these isotopes do remain in radon-con-
taining air until they decay is important in measurements of radon in
radiation safety monitoring, as they are more serious health hazards than
":'Rn itself.

Most of the methods of measurement described here are of the alpha-
particle-i.'iuitting members of the ;>38U decay series, and measure their
alpha-activity by one of the following processes:

(a) Scintillation Counting: Alpha particles from the sample material
fall on a layer of >rinc sulphide in which they produce "scintillations"
of light which, in turn, produce pulses of current in a photo-
multiplier tube. The current pulses are counted by an electronic
circuit arid the count is displayed on a sealer.

(b) Etched Track Counting: Nuclear particles such as alpha particles
and fission fragments produce regions of radiation damage in
solids such as plastics. These "particle tracks" can be enlarged
to features visible through an optical microscope by exposing
the solid to an etchant, which, for tracks in a plastic, is
•usual ly an aqueous solution of sodium hydroxide."

The number of tracks per unit area on the solid track
detector surface is referred to as the "track density", p. The
track density is proportional to the concentration of the
particle-emitting isotope or isotopes, in the material which was
in contact with the detector while the tracks were being formed.
After etching, p is easily determined by counting the number of
tracks in a measured area on the detector surface by means of a
microscope. Similar track counting on a detector exposed to a
material with a known concentration of the particle-emitting
isotope or isotopes permits calibration.
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!-Vlhodr,, Appl lC'i tions and I ntc-rpre talions

(1) I-*>-,IMJI riiK.'ot of R.idon in Air and Soil Gas.

fif-vt.-i-al method', are available. Often only relative measures of the
r.ifion concentrations arc needed (see below) but means of calibrating and
obtaining absolute values are available for each method.

(a) Fnuinoiuelry. This has been the most common method in the past.
Trie air or soil gas is pumped into the ZnS-coated cell of a scintillation
counter (or "cmanometer"; Fig. 1) and the counting rate (c =counts per minute,
r.p.m.) is read. Because of the rapid precipitation of the solid decay
products of radon from air (Introduction; Fleischer and Mogro-Cnuipero, 1978;
.'•'HTor ke 11 r.-rid Card, 1973) the air is nearly free of these when it enters the
cell, rhf; decay products begin to accumulate in the cell thereafter, so that
both the total alpha activity ond the energy spectrum of the alpha particles
in (he cell change for several hours after the air is introduced. Thus, for
Liio most accurate results, the length of time that the air is circulated
LiniHjijh the cell, the length of the count, and the length of time (if any)
between introducing the air and counting, are standardized. Without further
calculations the counting rates so obtained provide relative measures of the
radon concentrations in the air samples. Counting rates measured for soil gas
'..liiiplifs at different points over a terrane may, for example, be plotted on a
iM.ip .nid contoured lo show the variations in soil gas [Rnj without calculating
the .x.tual values of the latter. Calibration of the Bondar-Clegg RE 279
oiiijiioiin.'ter has been accomplished under standardized conditions by introducing
air of known radon concentration R(pCi 1"J) and Measuring the counting rate
c (c.p.rn. above background). The calibration factor C then is:

where C is in counts per minute per pCi of radon per liter. Subsequent readings
of c, made under the same standardized conditions, may be converted to R
using the l:ncnvn C value.

Similar methods of calibrating, involving the evaluation of a C
factor, have been used for other methods of radon determination (see below)
and hence it should be noted that C is also a measure of the sensitivity of
the method; the larger is C, the lower is the minimum concentration of radon
the method is capable of detecting. When a five minute-long count is made
five minutes after radon containing air is introduced into the RE 279 calibration
factors of about 0.4 are usually found. This and the background count rate of
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<5 c.fj.iii.* indicate a detection limit of about ?0 pCi 1 ] for ttiis
ins trui .••lit and ::i.-thod (Porritt, 19/9, pp 37-38). If the radon-containing air
is left in a (.oil until the short-lived m d o n decay products have nearly
i",ichr:d their equilibrium concentrations (i.e. for about 3 hours) C values
of ibout 0./0 .'ire observed.

(b) Tr.if.l-. !)eto<. i.or Method. In this method pieces of a plastic in
which nluhti particles produce etchable tracks are exposed to the air. Later
they are etched and ttie numbers of tracks per unit area on their surfaces (p)
«ne determined by counting with a microscope. The track detector usually
used is cellulose nitrate and Kodak-Pa thé LR 115 Type II (LR2 in the following)
has pi oven highly satisfactory. Where the number of detectors is large, an
iiidtje analyzer could probably be used to advantage in counting the tracks.
It •".'ems, how;ver, that they have not, so far, been used in yeochemical
'/pioration utilizing radon-alpba-particle tracks in cellulose nitrate. They
'.. ve '.>'• :-n used f i i.'ijuently in counting etched tracks of various kinds in nuclear
phy. its i,",fiirch and in radiation dosimetry, i ri which cases the tracks can
!>;.' r. de io have very constant appearances. In the more uncontrolled and
"ii.il ural" conditions in which yeochemical exploration is done, etched tracks
;,<ry i.ure, in shape .md si/e and in the contrast in ir.uuie intensity netwcen
tlii.-m ..ind the surrounding surface of the track detector. Track counting with
</n iiiid'je analyzer /rmjht, therefore, be iiiore difficult. An image analyser has
b'-cn used to count fission tracks in I.exan in geochemical exploration. In
this rase the sample materials were the residues from water droplets and
uci.Hiic materials .drawn off of plants .with a sucliorutube a-iuj the analysis
•.vas for uranium. However, it seems that this technique should be described
.is a c.oi.i'j iiv'd visual-and image analyzer-method of track counting; the tracks
must be viewed and the counter adjusted before counting begins on each sample
because of the varying appearances of the tracks, of the non-track features
present, and of the etched plastic surface surrounding the tracks.

Kodak-Pathé I.R2 consists of a 1 ?uin thick layer of red cellulose nitrate
on a 100 pin thick backing of clear, non-track-recording plastic. When it is
exposed to radon-containing air most of the alpha particles reaching it pass
through the red layer. The tracks produced, therefore, etch as holes through
this layer. These are usually sharp-edged and round or slightly eliptical,
nid should be ideal for image analyser counting. They are, of course, also
easily recognized, counted, and distinguished from other features, by a
technician using a microscope. They vary considerably in size but even if the
iii'due analyzer failed to count some of the largest and smallest tracks it would
do so reproducibly and so produce no errors in the final results. The contrast

* In most laboratory measurements, B.G. values of less than 1 ".p.m. have been
observed. The value of 4 c.p.m. used by Porritt in measurements of radon in a
mine was the mean "observed during the airvey" (Porritt, 1979, appendix B) and is,
presumably, affected by radon decay products remaining in the cells from
former uses.
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in optical intensity between the track-hole linage and the surrounding red
layer is great and can be made still greater by viewing the detector v/i th
(jrf-en li'jht. In r.oine types of etched track measurements the track density
may vary greatly from point to point on the detector and hence errors may
n".-.ult in ii;;iiye-analy/or track counting due to varying degrees of track overlap.
(A person viewing the tracks with a microscope, can distinguish the individual
tracks in clusters much more easily than an image analyzer can. He can also
vary his track counting procedures in ways to assure a random sampling of the
track density which would be difficult to incorporate in an "automated"
instrumental track counting process.) However, this difficulty would not
arise in the counting of alpha particle tracks produced by atmospheric radon:
an air-radon mixture is homogeneous and hence the track distribution produced
by it is.

Tor the measurement of radon in soil gas track detectors are placed in
plastic cups which are placed in covered holes or buried at the sites of
interest. This procedure has been the subject of research and development
here and some of the results of this are given below. Track detectors have
also been used to measure soil-gas radon at greater depths. Several types of
samplers have been developed which can be attached to rods and driven to depths
of as much as 50 meters. They can then be opened by manipulating the rod at
the surface, and a sample of about 30 ml of the overburden from that depth taken.
To measure the soil-gas radon concentration at this depth a track detector is
placed in the samplerwhich is then opened and left in place for three hours
aftar being driven down. The overburden sample is then taken and the sampler
drawn up. No other method exists for rapidly and routinely making measurements
of radon at such depths, and many other types of measurements, some described
below, can be made on the overburden sample taken at the same time. The cost
of this service has been estimated at $90.00 per site if the average depth
reached is 5 meters and the measurements are of soil gas radon and of uranium
and radon in the sample retrieved. This compares favourably with $12.00-$25.00
per site for track detector measurements by the usual cup method at the surface,
and only a single trip to the field is made in the case of overburden sampling.
When greater depths are to be reached, it has been found that 45 site-meters can
be drilled per day at about $18.00 per meter.

Only a simple microscope is needed for counting alpha-particle tracks
in l.R? and methods have been devised for in-the-field etching of this detector.
Track counting for the final mapping of radon concentrations would probably be
done in the laboratory later, but field etching and counting would permit
preliminary conclusions to be drawn from the results of each day's work before
the next day's work began.

In most geochemical exploration using track detector measurements of
radon concentrations track densities are plotted on maps and contoured. These,
of course,show relative soil-gas-radon concentrations in the same way that counting
rates do in emanometry.
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To calibrate track detectors so that absolute radon concentrations can
ho calculated from their track densities, a track detector is exposed to air of
known R for a measured length of time. Its track density then yields the
track production rate P', tracks per cm* per hour per pCi per liter of radon.
If the length of time a track detector is exposed in the field is then known,
the radon concentration to which it was exposed can be calculated from its
track density. However the calibration must be done in a container such as
the track detoctor will be exposed in in the field; the track production rate
varies with the size and shape of the container as well as with R (KcCorkell
and Card, 1978). This, however, is simply done: a track detector is placed
in a cup, overburden sampler or other container such as will be used in the
field and this is placed, for a measured length of time, in a tank in which a
known concentration of radon is maintained.

(c) Collectors. Tlv.'se are strips of metal or plastic which are
hung in the air whose radon concentration is to be measured. Later they are
transferred to the cell of a scintillation counter and the concentrations of
alpha-particle-emitting radon decay products (2iePo and ? 1 NPo) precipitated or
"collected" on them are measured (Fig. 2). The factors affecting the precipitation
of radon decay products and the measurement of radon by means of collectors have
been the subjects of a number of studies (McCorkell and Card, 1978; Bell and
Card, 1979, Card and Bell 1979a, 1979b). For measuring radon in soil gas, a
collector is hung in a cup which is buried in the soil as track-detector cups
are.

It was found (HcCorkell and Card, 1978; Card and Bell, 1979) that the
material of which a collector is made has no effect on the activity it acquires
in given conditions. However the activity a collector acquires increases
roughly in proportion to its surface area. Also, in containers such as collectors
are exposed in in the field or laboratory, the activity per unit area on a
collector and, presumably, on the interior walls of the container, is roughly
equal to the total decay product activity present in the container divided by
the total internal surface area of the container (McCorkell and Card, 1978;
Fleischer and Mogro-Campero, 1978).

In the simple collector-counter svstem shown in Fin. 2 the collector
is a 3.5cm x 5.5cm strip of 0.125 urn thick Lexan. Half of the alpha particles
emitted by radon decay products precipitated on this would be absorbed in the
collector and hence the "counting geometry" is 2n and the maximum counting
efficiency achievable would be 50%. The size of this collector relative to
that of those used in other collector-radon-measuring systems (̂ 5 cm2) should
be noted; an approximately threefold increase in sensitivity would be expected
from this alone. If the collector is made of material thin enough that the
alpha particles being counted pass through it, the counting efficiency would be
further increased by about a factor of 2 (i.e. 4fl counting geometry would be
acheived).
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For measuring radon in mines, dwellings and places of work collectors
could be hung in the air and counted periodically. If they became dusty they
could simply be wiped off. As long as they had hung undisturbed and untouched
for about 3 or more hours before counting, the count would be accurate, and dust
would not affect the count unless it contained a high concentration of alpha-
emitting isotopes.

In some situations the highest possible sensitivity might be needed
in radon measurements, and for these ribbon collectors have been developed.
These are long strips of plastic so thin that the alpha particles being counted
T'fiEs through many layers of it. These strips are hung in the air, and later
rolled or folded for insertion in the counter.

Because the size of the container in which collectors are placed has a
powerful effect on the activity acouired by them, methods of radon measurement
utilizing collectors are more difficult to calibrate than emanoinetry or track
detector methods. When the collectors are being exposed in standardized
containers (as in cups for measuring soil gas radon) calibration can be carried
out as it is for track detectors. However the problem of calibration when the
collectors are being hung in large and variable-sized spaces, in which, and
between which, air currents, ventillation, temperature, humidity and other
factors vary is still being worked on. Collectors, of course, measure, not
radon concentrations but the concentrations of radon decay products. However
as explained above, in small containers such as the cups used for burying collectors
in soil, the decay products precipitate rapidly and uniformly over all internal
surfaces. In these, therefore, there is a constant relationship between the
activity found on a collector and the concentration of radon. In these, also,
the large ratio of the internal surface area to the volume (and hence to the total
activity of decay products present) would be expected to lower the sensitivity
of collector measurements. In volumes such as the rooms of houses the concen-
tration of decay products maintained by a given radon concentration would probably
be hkj~ier than in the small containers and the surface-to-total-decay-product-
activity would be much lower. Consequently collector methods in such spaces
would be much more sensitive (i.e. have larger C values) but the relationship
between the radon concentration and the activity found on the collector may be
variable and unpredictable. Such variation would reflect variation in the degree
of equilibrium between the radon in the air and its decay products, which is
certainly noted in measurements of "working levels" by means of filters (see
below).

The results of some tests and calibrations of collectors given below
show the effects mentioned above. Here C is in c.p.m. per pCi of radon per liter
and the radon concentrations were either known (i.e. in tanks whose air had been
circulated through radium solutions) or were measured by emanometry.
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3.5 x 5.5 cm, 125 urn Lexan, At. tank C 0.39
28 J. " '- 0.65
Room of house = 1 - 4

?5 \>m Mylar 28l tank = 0.90
(2 thicknesses) - 1 .40
{25 pm Mylar } "

27 x 5 cm ribbon of 5 |im)
Mylar, folded to 1 ,. „ _ ^ ^0
3.5 x 5 cm for }
counting )

Above ribbon Room of house - 13 - 24

Thr> variations in C measured in rooms no doubt reflect the fact that
the radon concentrations were probably varying in the few hours immediately
prior to the measurements, whereas, in the 42 and 28e tanks they were not. The
cmanoinotry measurement gives the concentration of radon at the time of measure-
ment; the collector measurement is affected by the radon concentrations (and
probably by other factors such as air circulation) during several hours before
the measurement. This problem is further discussed below.

No decay products are deposited in the scintillation cells during
the counting of collectors, as they are in emanometry. Consequently the back-
ground count rate of the RE 279 could probably be kept below 0.4 c.p.m. during
collector measurements. This fact and the above C values indicate that the
concentration of radon in the normal atmosphere (about 0.1 pCi i'1) should be
measureable by collector methods.

Recounting a collector about 10 hours after removal from the radon-
containing air would show if thoron was also present: see footnote, section 3c.

(d) Filtration. In this system the air is drawn through a filter on
which some or all of the solid decay products of radon are removed and the
activity on the filter is then determined. Fig. 1 shows the apparatus used here.
The membrane filters used have been shown to be practically 100% efficient in
removing these decay products from air drawn through them, and it has also been
shown that the alpha particles from decay products collected by them escape
from the filters with practically their full energies (Porritt,1979). To
measure the filtered activity the filter is laid on the ZnS-covered screen of
the tray, and the tray is lowered over the window of the photomultiplier tube
of the RE 279 counter.

Like collectors, filters measure, not radon itself, but its short
lived, solid decay products. In health physics the concentrations of these in
air are measured in "working levels" one working level being defined as: "The
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potential alpha energy of any mixture of R a A p ^ P o ) RaB(-':1''Pb) RaC(;;1'4Bi ) and
RaC (-"^Po) in 1 liter of air equivalent to that released by 100 pCiÂ of each
of the same radon daughters; the amount of this energy is (1.3)10'J MeV". That
is, 1 working level is the concentration of these radon decay products which
would exist in air which is 100 pCi Ji"1 in radon if equilibrium existed in the
radon decay chain from ? ? ?Rn to '"''Po or the concentration of another combina-
tion of these isotopes which releases the same total energy in alpha particles.
There «re various standardized procedures for filtering and counting which permit
working lr-vels, or the actual concentrations of the various isotopes, to be
calculated from the observed counting rates of the filters (Frank and Benton,
19/7; IAI-A, 1976). The concentration of radon decay products is not supposed
l.o <:/.<.<:t:d 0.020 working levels in air in which people live and work.

(?) r/diiiplpc,, Comparison and Interpretation of Einanometry, Etched Track,
filter and Collector Methods. These, and a number of other methods to be
mentioned later, were tested and compared on the South March uranium deposit
near Ottawa. A complete compilation of the data obtained is in the paper
McCnrkell, Porritt and Brameld (sub. to JGE). Some of the most significant
profiles are reproduced here (Fig.3 ). All of these are along the baseline and
the profiles found by einanometry and by fluorimetric uranium analysis of soil
samples are essentially the same as found on this line by others (Charbonneau
et al. 1975; Bell and Card 1979). Data not shown here but tabulated by
f'icCorkell et al. show that analysis of the soils by a fission track method
yields the same values for uranium, but the only advantage this technique has
over f1uorime try is one not usually needed in geochemical exploration:
greater sensitivity. The etched track method using LR2 shows a profile
approximately the same as that of einanometry but the contrast between the
anomalous and background regions is much greater on the former. Another track
detector (CA 80-15) was also tested (McCorkell, Porritt and Brameld above).
The same profile was found with it, but tracks in it are less easily counted.
The sealed collector and the total alpha methods, whose results are shown in
Fig. 2 are discussed below. Collectors (data in McCorkell, Porritt and Brameld)
showed the same peaks as emanometry but the sensitivity with the small silver
wire collectors used was poor. Flooding of the soil in some parts of this
area and shallow overburden in others made emanometry measurements difficult,
but track detector measurements were made at all points and collector measure-
ments at enough to define the profile satisfactorily. Other conclusions drawn
from this study were that the size of the cups in which the track detectors
are buried does not affect the track density found significantly and that a
number of track detector-cups buried at a given point give very reproducible
track densities. Collectors integrate the radon concentration values over
about 3 hours and need not be exposed longer; hence they could be installed and
removed in the same day. If they are placed in track detector-type cups they
could be used in water logged or shallow overburden, and if they are the
3cm x fjcm si7e they would give a sensitivity similar to or better than that
achieved with emanometry.
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Buildings at Elliot Lake, in which possible radon health hazards
existed, were also used to test collector methods and to contrast them with
filter and emanometry methods. Some of the results were shown above in the
forms of C values found with different apparatus and procedures (section lc).
Those results and others obtained in measuring radon with collectors in large
spaces indicate the great sensitivity achievable with such apparatus, but
also indicate the need for more research and development on them and especially
on the interpretation of the measurements made with them. Measurement of the
working levels present at the time of the collector measûrement permitted a
calibration factor W (counts per minute per working level) to be calculated.
When the 3.5cm x 5.5cm collectors of 125 iiin thick Lexan were used it was found
that:

(1) A number of those hung in the same room 1 - 10 meters apart
drid counted àt the same time yove, wiLhin the uncertainties, the same count
rate.

(2) However W varied by much more than the uncertainties both with
place and with time. Where the radon levels were near or at those constituting a
health hazard (i.e. O.02 working levels) W values usually ranged from 130 to
400 counts per minute per working level. However, values of as much as 1000
were sometimes found, especially when the radon levels were lower i.e. ^0.001
working levels.

The ribbon collectors, as expected, had higher activities in given
conditions. Where W for the I.exan collectors was 130 - 400 that for the
ribbon collector was 1000 - 2000. As for the 3.5cm x 5.5cm Lexan Collectors,
their W factors seemed disproportionately high when the radon levels were
considerably lower than the health hazard level,e.g. 40000 when 0.0006 working
levels were present.

The variation in the W factor can usually be explained by the fact
that it is calculated by comparing two measurements that are not really the
same: the activity on a collector is a measure of the radon decay product
concentrations in the air throughout a period of about 3 hours before the
reading, while that on a filter is a measure of their concentrations in
the air during the period of about 5 minutes during which filtration is carried
out. In the situations where these measurements were made, the decay product
concentrations had probably been changing during the 3 hour period prior to the
measurements. From the point of view of radiation monitoring for health
purposes, a measurement of working levels which integrates over several hours
may be more useful than one which shows the instantaneous value at the time of
measurement. However a suitable method of calculating the integrated working
level value from the measured activity of the collector still has to be found
and the anomalously high activities found on collectors exposed to low radon
activities must be explained.
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(3) Radon Emanation Rates. These are the rates at which radon is
escaping from a solid, designated J (Thompkins and Cheng, 1969) or J., and J.:

J. emanation rate from the surfaces of solids of effectively infinite
thickness for radon diffusion, in Curies cm"2 sec"1.

JH • emanation rate in Curies g"i sec*, usually measured for powders.

Apparatus and methods available for making these measurements are:

(a) Fmanation Chambers. These have volumes of about 42. and have
ZnS scintillation cells attached to them (Fig. 4). They are either radon
tight or the leakage rate of radon from them is small, constant and known
(McCorkell and Brameld, 1980). The sample (a hand specimen of a rock or about
50g of a powder usually) is sealed in one of these and the radon concentration
in the chamber measured at intervals thereafter by inserting the scintillation
cell into an RE 279 Counter (Fig. 4). This is the most precise and sensitive
method of measuring J in use at present. With the present apparatus the
detection limits are estimated to be 10- 1 9 Ci cm"2 s e c 1 or 5 x 10- 1 9 Ci g-1

sec-1 with uncertainties of no more than +10% at most levels. However the
apparatus is somewhat large and complex and several days to a week are necessary
for a measurement. Such measurements would probably be of most value in
theoretical studies, in testing models of radon origin and diffusion in the
earth or providing the parameters for such models, in the quantitative evaluation
of- possible sources of radon in overburden*, bedrock*; minés and mills (Porritt,
1979) and in the evaluation of radon emanation from building and insulating
materials as possible health hazards. They could also serve to calibrate or
check more rapid, less precise methods of measuring J.

Table I shows some results obtained with emanation chambers which
illustrate the uses and value of such measurements. The uncertainties are mean
deviations in at least 3, but usually 5-20 measurements. The fact that the
same JM is found for BL-3 regardless of the weight of sample used indicates
that radon escapes readily from such powdered samples of such size and hence
that Jj. is a true measure of the escape rate of radon from the powder grains.
This makes it somewhat puzzling that J^ is the same for the hand specimens from
Bpaverlodge as for powders of these rocks. Evidently these rocks are very
porous. This fact helps to explain the observation of Porritt (1979) that the
rate of emanation of radon into the Beaverlodge mine is much higher than would
be expected from the areas of the walls and the laboratory-measured J. values
of the rocks of which these walls are composed: presumably radon is diffusing
into the mine from considerable depths within the walls.

* For example; radon emanation from samples of soil, overburden, boulders from
the overburden, or bedrock could be measured to learn if they are possible
sources of a radon flux found in the overburden or at the surface.
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(b) Track Detector Method. The specimen is placed in a radon-tight
container with a track detector (LR2) in the air above it. A measured length
of time later the track detector is removed and etched and its track density
determined. From its track density, the exposure time and the rate at which
radon produces alpha particle tracks in a detector in this container (p1) J.
or JM may be calculated. The container could be a bottle such as those of the
Richards Glass Company. With this simple apparatus hundreds of measurements
could be underway at once and the small size of Ihese containers (0.125 or
0.25?.) compared to the emanation chambers (4«) would greatly increase the
sensitivity of the measurement.

This method has not been used frequently as yet. It is probable that,
iiftcr '..ui table testing and calibration, it could be used for the same types of
liiKisun.Miients as (•m.'uiation chambers. However it is probable that its chief
':£.e will be for mr-flsuring emanation rates from soil and overburden samples.
In geochomical exploration such measurements would serve:

(1) As a type of indirect measurement of Ra. These, in turn would
help in locating uranium anomalies.

(2) In helping to interpret other measurements e.g. radon measured
in soil gas by emanometry might be from Ra in the soil or might be diffusing
from below. The radon emanation rate of the soil itself would permit a
decision. If samples from several depths in the soil and overburden have been
obtained and radon concentrations measured at these depths (see above, lb)
the source(s) and diffusion of the radon in the overburden could be studied in
some detail.

(3) With other measurements (e.g. of uranium concentrations and total
alpha activity: see later) in interpreting the history of the deposits and
anomalous regions which have been found and the geochemical processes that are
or have been active in them. This is discussed in more detail later (Section
4, Total Alpha and Related Methods).

As the track density increases continuously with exposure of the
detector, the sensitivity of such a measurement of J as this is, in principle,
limited only by the length of time available. The sensitivity achievable
in practice has not yet been determined but it, and precision, are probably at
least as good as that of emanation chambers. The chief disadvantage of this
method relative to that of emanation chambers is that, by exposing a track
detector to the radon emanated from a specimen and counting tracks one gets a
single measurement of J; by placing a specimen in an emanation chamber one
obtains a series of measurements. From the latter both J and its probable
uncertainty may be evaluated, common errors in timing or reading count rates
may be detected, and suspect values eliminated. In other words, with emanation
chambers it is simple to make replicate measurements and to continue them until
the results seem satisfactory.

324-
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(c) Collector 1*11)0(1. Like (b) but a collector rather than a track
detector would be placed in the air above the sample. As the activity on a
collector does not increase indefinitely with exposure, this method would
he considerably less sensitive than the track detector method. However, like
the track detector method, it is rapid and simple and requires only simple
apparatus. As the collector would be counted as soon as removed from the
bottle this method would be more rapid than the track detector method, and
could easily be used in the field. Also, unlike the track detector method,
it would permit the detection and measurement of thoron emanation*.

Data obtained in this way are described by McCorkell, Porritt and
Brameld (sub. to J.G.E.) and there called "sealed collector measurements".
The results obtained for the South March surftce and near surface soil
samples are contrasted with those of emanometry, and uranium analysis, in
Fig. 3. The same anomalies are revealed by the sealed collectors as by the
other methods.

(4) Total-Alpha Methods. These methods measure the sum of the
concentrations of all alpha-particle-emitting radioisotopes in the sample.
They are probably chiefly useful for soils and samples from overburden
drilling. In such samples the alpha-emitters would usually be those of the
'3ftU decay chain, ? 3 8U, 231*U, J30Th 226Ra 2 2 2Rn, 2 1 8Po, 2l%Po and 2 1 0Po.
Total alpha measurements can be calibrated by means of the CANMET standard
ore pulps whose concentrations of these isotopes have been measured. However,
the state of equilibrium in the 2i8U decay chain in soil and overburden
samples is usually not known and, hence, the makeup of the mixture of alpha-
emitting isotopes in such samples is usually unknown and variable. As the
different isotopes emit alpha particles of different energies, both the
alpha-activity per gram and the counting efficiency of the alpha particles
emitted varies with the state of radioactive equilibrium in the uranium decay
chain in the sample. Thus total-alpha measurements are usually only relative
although, to provide a consistent and convenient system for expressing the
results, they are usually expressed in terms of uranium concentrations - as is
possible by means of the calibration with CANMET pulps and the assumption that

* The decay products of 222Rn whose decay governs the activity on a collector
are 3.05 min 2 1 8Po, 26.8 min 214Pb and 19.7 min 2]l4Bi. Hence 10 hours after
exposure radon decay product activities on a collector nave practically
vanished, but any thoron decay products there (10.6n212Pb and 60.6 min 2 1 2Bi)
would have decayed only ^50%. The emanation chain method would be free from
thoron interference,' but /ould not measure thoron emanation (McCorkell and
Brameld, 1980).



the uranium de-cay chain in the samples is in the same state of (nearly complete)
equilibriuin <is in the pulps.

Two methods are available for total-alpha measurements of samples
and standards:

(a) Track Detector Method. Pieces of LR2 are covered with the
powders and left for measured lengths of time.

(b) Scintillation Counter Method. The powder is placed in a vial,
the lid of which has been replaced with an alpha-particle transmitting film
of plastic and this is placed on the scintillation tray in an RE 279 counter.
In a twenty minute count the activity in normal soil samples (i.e. that
accompanying a few ppm of uranium) is detected.

In both cases the depth of the layer of sample placed on the
detector or plastic film-cover of the vial need not be known or uniform as long
as it is unbroken and more than about 1 mm thick i.e. of thickness greater than
the ranges of the alpha particles. For this reason, samples need not be weighed
for total alpha measurements.

(5) Total Alpha and Related Methods: Examples and Interpretations.
These measurements can be grouped as follows:

(a) Simple total alpha measurement. A single measurement on each
sample using either track detectors or the scintillation counter. At least
24 hours would be allowed to elapse between collecting the sample and making
the measurement (see below).

Some results obtained by means of the scintillation counter are
shown in Table II. Also shown here are the calibration by means of CANMET
pulps (Table II and Fig. 6). The U-concentrations measured by the total alpha
counts are contrasted with those measured by fluorimetry (HN03 - extracts) and
by delayed neutron analysis on the same samples.

Simple total alpha measurements made with track detectors (again on
the -80 mesh sieve fraction) were obtained for soils collected along the
baseline of the South March grid (Section 2, p. 10, above; McCorkell, Porritt
and Brameld, sub. to JGE). In this case flÔ values were not calculated, but
track densities were plotted, yielding a profile closely matching that obtained
by fluorimetric uranium analysis and other methods (Fig. 3).

The total-alpha measurements made with the scintillation counter
give [uj values considerably higher than obtained by other methods, both in
the data shown in Table II and in other data not shown. In this case, the
difference is fairly consistent and, as in the track-detector total alpha
measurements (Fig. 3) the anomalies revealed by the total alpha method would

33-lp
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be the Same as those revealed by other methods of uranium analysis. The
difference between fll] (total alpha) and [u] ('" juorimetric) can be explained
only by disequilibrium in the ;'38U chain in the samples*. In this case this
disequilibrium has probably been brought about by a well known process:
uranium has been oxidized and leached from these samples leaving behind the
less soluble uranium decay products, chiefly :'30Th. If this is the explanation,
the total-alpha [ll] values probably indicate the lowest fu] values these samples
can have had in the past (i.e. the uranium concentrations of these samples
have probably been at least as high as the total alpha measurements indicate
at some time in the past: the postulated process could lower the alpha
activity but not raise it.). More likely the original [u] values were higher
as the decay products have probably decayed somewhat themselves since the U
was removed.

However, other ways in which [if] (total alpha) might exceed ftlj
(fluorimetric) can be imagined. If uranium in the UO32 state, is migrating
through overburden it could deposit decay products in it. Concentrations
greatly exceeding those which the instantaneous uranium concentration would
support might result. The migrating U might have its origin in some nearby
U mineralization. Some such process may be taking place in the sandstones
studied by autoradiography (McCorkell and Dyck EOS 6TJ, 425, 1979 and below).
On the other hand, recently deposited uranium (as in a region of low
oxidation potential) would not be accompanied by its equilibrium concentration
of decay products, and [li] (total alpha) would be found to be smaller than [U]
(fluorimetric).

It can be seen from these results and these considerations that an
area which is anomalous in the uranium concentrations of its soil or overburden
would always be located by total alpha measurements. However, an area
anomalous as shown by total alpha measurements might not be shown by uranium
analysis; it might be anomalous only in U-decay products. The latter type of
anomaly, however, would indicate uranium mineralization in its vicinity; some
of the ways in which it could arise from the latter have been mentioned, and
others probably exist. Simple total-alpha measurements, may, therefore,
detect uranium mineralization that would be missed by uranium analysis of the
same samples. They are also simpler and cheaper to carry out, and by using a
scintillation counter, they could be made in the field.

* The samples might also be rich in 232Th and its decay products. However, to
explain the results this way it would have to be assumed that Th accomapnies U
in these samples, as [Uj (total-alpha) increases with [Ul fluorimetric. This
is unlikely: in the oxidizing overburden environment these elements are
geocheinically dissimilar.

32.?
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(b) Two total-alpha measurements using the RE-279, one at the
time of collection, the other at least 24 hours later. The difference
between the first and the second readinqs would be a measure of the concentration
of radon decay products (-vl8Po and 2}ltPo) deposited in the sample material by
radon diffusing through it, and hence would provide a collector-type measure-
ment of the radon in the soil gas. The second measurement would be as (a).
These measurements, or at least the first, would have to be made in the field,
and the apparatus and method could easily be used there. In the usual type
of surface - soil survey the sample would be dug from the required depth,
quickly shaken or pressed through a coarse-meshed sieve into the vial, a lid
with 5 urn Kimfol window (previously prepared in the laboratory or field camp)
would be placed on it, and the vial would be placed in the counter. The
counting could proceed while the person was going to the next site and pre-
paring the next sample. The samples so collected would be saved, for the second
count the next day in camp and for other analyses. Both alpha-measurements
would be available to the field crew soon enough to guide it in further
exploration.

(c) Combination of measurements of uranium concentration, radon
(.•maridtion and total-alpha activity. (V) would be determined by the usual
fluorimctric or other technique. Radon emanation and total alpha measurements
could be carried out by any of the techniques described above. A simple
combination (now being tested on the samples of Table II and others from
Cluff Lake and Guderham) is to place the soil or overburden sample in a
Richards Glass,bottlewith a-track detector buried under H a n d another in the
air above it. Such a procedure would require several days. By using scin-
tillation-total alpha measurements and a collector to measure radon emanation
the results could be obtained within 24 hours, but samples with background
levels of uranium, would probably show no detectable radon emanation by this
tr-chnique.

It can be seen that total-alpha measurements on soil and overburden
samples would permit the locating of areas anomalous with respect to uranium
with a reliability at least equal to that of uranium analysis. If other
measurements, some of them as simple as total-alpha measurements, are also
made on these samples the histories of the anomalous areas and the geochemical
processes involved in their formation and evolution may be elucidated, the
manner in which uranium was deposited in the region, or is migrating in it
may be learned, and indications of the source of the uranium may be obtained.
The migration of uranium into and out of regions studied may be learned by
measuring [_U~] (fluor.) and [iff (total-alpha). Variations in the difference
between these two values from point to point in an area studied might be noted
(the differences might be plotted on a map) and indicate directions or degrees
of U migration, variations in migration with time, or the factors causing or
influencing this migration. The measurements, and the apparatus tïaeded for
them, are in all cases simple and many can be used in the field.
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Total- alpha measurements on soil or overburden samples would indicate
if soil gas radon measured in the same soil was being'generated by the soil or
was diffusing from elsewhere*. In this connection, it has been pointed out that
if radon is diffusing from uranium mineralization in bedrock into overlying,
U-poor overburden this overburden might acquire a concentration of ?10Pb far
in excess of that supported by the uranium in it. A measurement of this excess
would provide a measurement of the radon flux from the bedrock integrated over
approximately 100 years. A soil or overburden sample in which 2 ) DPb had
accumulated would be indicated in (c) by low [li] (fluor.) and Rn-emission but
high total-alpha activity. The discovery of such overburden would indicate
probable U-mineralization in the underlying bedrock. These measurements could
be made in the laboratory on samples taken much earlier - unlike methods for
measuring soil gas radon.

(6) Autoradiography. Specimens to be studied by autoradiography
rire usually hand specimens of rocks or drill cores. Thin sections are prepared
from these, or flat, polished surfaces are made on them, and these are placed
on the autoradiograph film for the required length of time. Development of
the film then produces a photograph-like image of the specimen surface in
which the regions having the greatest concentrations of the radioisotopes
(U and/or its decay products usually) have the greatest image intensity. Three
types of autoradiographs can be produced:

(a) Jf-autoradiographs. Produced by frays from the radioisotopes
in the specimen. The specimen is placed on X-ray film for about 24 hours
and the film then developed. The X-ray film is left in its paper envelope
during exposure and consequently <* and B particles do not contribute to the
image.

(b) "-autoradiographs. Produced by the aparticles which,in most
specimens, are produced by the isotopes 2 3 8 U , 23l*U, 2 3 0Th, 2 2 6Ra, Z 2 2Rn,
? I B P O J ?i'»pOt an(j 2ioPb of tne 238u decay chain. The specimen surface is
placed against a sheet of Kodak-Pathé LR 115 Type II for a time varying with
the usually - approximately - known uranium concentration of the specimen from
about 1 day to two weeks. Etching the LR2 then produces an image of the
alpha-emitter-rich regions of the specimens.

* "Elsewhere" would usually be "below", but it is conceivable that radon could
be horizontally channeled into a region along permeable layers, faults in
bedrock, or in water. 3oulders scattered through overburden might also be the
source of radon observed in soil gas at the surface.
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(c) Fissii;'-Track Autoradiographs. The specimen surface is covered
with a sheet of Lexan plastic. Irradiation with thermal neutrons in a nuclear
reactor then causes some of the '-^U in the specimen to fission* and the fission
frayments produced form fission tracks in the Lexan. Etching the Lexan then
developes these tracks and produces an image like that on the alpha-nutoradio-
yraph.

(7) Calibration and Interpretation of Autoradiographs.

If the ?38U decay chain is in the same state of equilibrium in all parts
of the specimen, the alpha-track and fission track autoradiographs of the
specimen will be the same except, perhaps, for intensity. However, if there
has been migration of uranium within the specimen (or migration of its decay
products; but uranium is usually the more mobile) some regions may have little
uranium but a high concentration of decay products, or vice versa. A region
high in U but with a low ([decay products] will show up intensely on the fission
track autoradiograph but give a faint image on the alpha-autoradiograph. A
region high in decay products but having little or no U will produce an
intense image on the alpha-autoradiograph, but a faint image or none at all on
the fission track autoradiograph (Fig. 7). The degree of such differences, of
course, will depend on the degrees to which U and its decay products have
separated in the specimen.

The number of fission tracks per unit area at a given point on a
fission track autoradiograph is proportional to the concentration of uranium
in the portion of the specimen facing the Lexan at that point during the
irradiation. On the alpha-autoradiograph the number of tracks per unit area is
proportional to the concentration of alpha emitters in the corresponding parts
of the specimen. Both relationships can be calibrated so that measurements of
track densities can be converted to ["if] and ("alpha-emitters] values. Fission
track autoradiographs are calibrated by irradiating pieces of glass** of known
Clij covered with Lexan at the same time that the specimens are irradiated and
etching the resulting Lexan overlays of the glass. Counting tracks on these

* Only a small fraction of the 2 3 5U in a specimen is destroyed in this process.
A specimen could be autoradiographed hundreds of times, as some glasses of known
uranium concentrations which serve as standards, are. Also neutron irradiation
has no significant effect on the «-activity of specimen after about 1 week of
cooling •

** The most convenient standard glasses are those available from the U.S.
National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C. and numbered SRM 610 - SRM 616
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overlays gives the relationship between the track density, p. and fu]. Calibra-
tion of alpha-autoradiographs is identical with calibration of total-aioha
measurements; one must know, or assume, the state of equilibrium in tte 2 3 BU
decay chain in the specimen in order to utilize the calibration obtained by
exposing the LR2 film to a material such as the CANMET pulps for known lengths
of time. As in the total-alpha measurements, these calibrations yield a
relationship between p and ("U) which applies if the 2 3 BU decay chain is in
equilibrium.

In alpha and fission-track autoradiography it is possible to find
the point on an autoradiograph covered bv a particular point of the specimen
with great precision. This is done both by fiduciary marks and by outlining
the specimen (usually the microscope slide of a thin section) on the autoradio-
graph film. The x and y coordinates of a point on the specimen can be measured
from a fiduciary mark using a graduated mechanical stage and the corresponding
point on the autoradiograph(s) found by measuring off the same distances from
the same point. The same system can be used to compare track densities at
corresponding points on f.t. and «-autoradiographs of the same specimen.
Outlining the specimen on film aids in this work and makes comparisons between
specimen and autoradiograph with the unaided eye easier.

Comparisons between [u] values obtained by track counting nn fission
track and alpha-track autoradiographs yields information similar to that
obtained by comparison of total alpha and fluorimetric-fu] measurements.
However the measurements are made in precisely defined regions of the specimen
surface with areas of -vlO^cm2 and the migration of uranium between phases can
be studied on this scale. Other measurements can be made, as with bulk
chemical analysis of separated phases, microprobe traces across the specimen
surface for major element concentrations, optical mineralogical identification
of the phases in thin sections, etc., and compared with the patterns of [ïl]
and [Tj-decay products'} found. Often, of course, all that is needed is a naked-
eye comparison of the thin section of the specimen and its autoradiograph to
locate the phases which contain the uranium, which are then studied micro-
scopically. A more detailed study was reported by McCorkell and Dyck (EOS
60, 425, 1979). In this case it was found that, in the light gray and yellow
coloured parts of the sandstones studied, the concentrations of uranium
calculated from alpha-track densities were about twice those found in the same
areas from fission track densities. The small, dark coloured reduction centres
scattered through these rocks often contained up to 0.1% uranium and in them
others have found that the uranium is not accompanied by its equilibrium
concentrations of decay products. The fission track-measured uranium con-
centrations are, of course, correct: where the alpha-track-measured values
differ from them they indicate disequilibrium in the uranium decay chain. The
light parts of the rock, therefore, contain about twice the concentration of
decay products that would be maintained by the uranium there, while other
evidence indicates that uranium is being, or has recently been, added to the
darkest parts - presumably by reduction and precipitation by the organic matter
there. Two possible explanations for this situation is possible: either
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uranium is being mobilized in the light coloured parts, by oxidizing conditions
and ground water there, and is diffusing from these parts into the dark cp^tre*.
leaving its less soluble decay products behind, or uranium is diffusing through
the rock from other sources (perhaps nearby mineralization). In the latter case
some of the uranium would be precipitated in the dark centres, and the much less
soluble uranium decay products 2 3 0Th and 2 3 6Ra, would be left in the light parts
from which uranium would be largely removed.

The microscopic locating of points and counting of tracks for such
studies as this is tedious, although the outlining of the slide and the use of
fiduciary marks facilitates it. Much more rapid and complete studies of this
sort art- possible by the "large print" technique. The autoradiographs may be
treated as photographic negatives and prints prepared from them which greatly
facilitate naked-eye comparisons between the autoradiographs and the specimens.
If the prints are made with the correct enlargement and contrast the images of
individual tracks can be seen and counted on them (Fig. 8 and Fig. 9). By
counting the number of track images per unit area at different points on such
prints, and comparing this with the number per unit area found on the autoradio-
graph of a standard of known \U~J or [alpha emitterj the prints may be converted
to maps of uranium or alpha-emitters-concentrations. This technique has not
yet been developed in all its details but it appears quite feasible for alpha-
autoradiographs. If a print to the same scale is prepared of the specimen -
which would usually be a thin section - the map prepared on the autoradiograph
print could easily be transferred to this. The method may not be so simply applied
to fission track autoradiographs as fission tracks in Lexan are smaller than
alpha tracks in LR2, contrast less with their surroundings, and are consequently
more difficult to reproduce on prints.

As indicated, thin sections on microscope slides are the most useful
forms for specimens to be prepared in for autoradiography. Soils and other
powdered samples could be studied by autoradiography by spreading them in balsam
on a slide and grinding this to thin section thickness. This would be a means,
not only of identifying the uranium - bearing phases in the soil but of deciding
if the uranium and/or decay products is within these grains or in a coatings on
their surfaces.

Little has been said above about fc- autoradiographs, and they have
been little used here, y-rays penetrate much greater thicknesses of matter
than do alpha particles and fission fragments, and, unlike the latter, they do
not have fixed ranges; their flux from a given source is attenuated by matter,
but never, theoretically, reduced to zero. The alpha particles and fission
fragments which produce autoradiographs come from depths of no more than 20pm
beneath the surfaces of the specimens; Jf-rays come from greater, and less well-
defined depths. )f-autoradiographs therefore are less sharp and finely detailed
and may show features which are not at the surface (Fig. 7). The degree of
darkening of the film is proportional to the concentration of the radioisotopes
at the corresponding point in the specimen. However to measure this darkening
and to calibrate this relationship would be more difficult and less precise
than to do the equivalent for fission track or alpha-autoradiographs.

3 3 2 -
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(8) Radon and Radium Determination.

Radon in an aqueous solution may be measured by circulating the air
of the scintillation cell of an RE 279 through the solution repeatedly using
rubber tubing, a peristaltic pump and a drying tube (to remove weter vapor
from the air entering the cell). In the arrangements used here for this work,
all of the radon in the solution does not enter the cell but attempts <re made
to ensure that tho fraction which enters the cell is constant and reproaorible.
When this is so, the procedure may be calibrated with solutions of known rndon
concentration. To do this the volumes of all the parts of the apparatus art
kept the same, the length of time and rate at which the air is circulated are",
dlways the same, and, for reasons mentioned in (1), the counting is always done,
for the same length of time and after the same interval, if any, after the
circulation of the air.

Radium is determined by the radon it produces:

Ra __JL
1600y 3.825d

X - 0.0075 h'1

If radium only is to be determined and the Sample is aqueous, air
is bubbled through the solution to drive off any radon already present and
the sample is then sealed in a radon-tight container for a measured length
of time. When greater sensitivity is desired, the sample may first be
concentrated by evaporation. After sealing, the radon concentration increases
with time. Its concentration is related to that of the parent radium by the
relationship:

1 - e~At

where * - the decay constant of 222Rn = 0.0075 h"1

t= length of time from sealing the sample to making the measurement of
Rn fin hours if X is in h~*)

After a measured length of time the radon is measured by circulating the air of
a scintillation cell through the solution as described, and the measured fRn̂ J
is corrected by the above factor to obtain f*Ra) .

Radium in solid samples is determined by dissolving weighed samples
and treating the solution as above.
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An aqueous sample may contain "unsupported" radon. This is radon
which has diffused into the water (from soil, sediment or rocks with which the
water existed) and is not being produced by radium in the water. If this is
to be determined accurately the sample must be sealed in a radon-tight container
as soon as it is taken, and the sampling time recorded. As soon as possible
thereafter, the air of an RE 279 cell is circulated through it, and QRn]
measured. However this measurement does not indicate if the radon measured is
supported, unsupported or partly supported by radium in the water. To complete
the determination, the concentration of radium in the solution must be determined
as above. The difference between the concentration of radon found in the first
measurement and that which the radium present (if any) would have supported is
the concentration of unsupported radon present in the solution at the time of
measurement. This must be corrected for radioactive decay between the sampling
time and the measuring time:

sampling = Rn Measuring Time
time e _xt

where t = the length of time from sampling to measuring.
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SYMBOLS AND TERMS

c Counting rate of a radiation counter in counts per minute (c.p.m.) above
the background count rate (B.G.).

C The calibration factor, relating c to the radon concentration being
measured: c.p.m. per pCi of radon per liter.

LR2 The nuclear particle track detector LR 115 Type II cellulose nitrate
manufactured by the Kodak - Pathé Company.

pCi Picocurie, a unit of radioactivity. 1 pCi = 2.22 disintegrations per
minute (dpm) of a radioisotope.

R Radon concentration, pCi fc~J

W The calibration factor relating c to the working level concentration of
radon decay products, c.p.m. per working level.

t> Track density, that is, the number of etchable nuclear particle tracks
per unit area on a track detector. Here these are usually alpha particle
tracks in cellulose nitrate.

P' Track production rate per unit of concentration of the track producing
isotope, e.g., tracks per cm2 per hour per pCi of Rn per liter.

Working Level A unit of concentration of radon decay products in air:
see bottom, page 9.

[̂ symbol of element or isotopej The concentration of the element or isotope
whose symbol is enclosed. The units vary but
are usually pCi per gram, pCi per liter or
parts per million (ppm).
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TA Bit 1
TABLE 1. Radon emanation rates for wall rocks and ores from the Btaverlodge I'ine

(as hand specimens and as powders), building materials, and CAIJMET standard
( ore pulps, measured with emanation chambers.

J. = Curies cm-2sec-'

j = " g-1 " "

Hand specimens weighed 200 - 800g, powders, unless otherwise stated, 50g.
Uncertainties are mean deviations.

Specimen
or Pulp

No.

BV 1

BV 2

BV 3

6 / 4

BL-1 2Gg

BL-3-1 5 g

10g

20g

B L - 4 20g

ATHABASKA SANDSTONE

CONCRETE

* GYPSUM BOARD

(GYPROC

V
* * (GYPROC FIREGUARD

\
(TRUROC

Uranium
(ppm)

30

2800

1800

5700

220

10200

i l

M

1740

Hand Specimens

JA

0.61 ±0.12

12.8+7.2

19.5 + 1.4

120+ 7

2.72 + 0.31

0.30 + 0.07

<0.05

0.09+0.027

0.056 + 0.038

0.096 ±0.041

Radon Emanation Rate X101 8

and Pulps

JM

0.286 + 0.056

6.31 +0.59

6.12 + 0.44

70.8+ 4.1

12.3 + 0.8

116 + 5

116+ 3

119+ 6

52.9+ 7.1

Powders

20-60 Mesh
Fraction

4.01 +0 .26

12.6 + 2.4

31.1 + 0 . 5

62.4 i 4 .0

<20

4.87

10.5

29.5

58.1

Mesh

+ 1.34

+ 3.1

+ 5.1

± 11.9

* From an Ottawa lumber yard. No brand name.

** Samples of gypsum wallboards used in Uranium City, Saskatchewan from
Atomic Energy Control Board, Ottawa.

W. Whitehead,
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TABLE II

Scintillation - Total Alpha Measurements
for Overburden Samples from Cluff Lake,

Minus 80 Sieve Fractions
from Various Depths

SAMPLE NO.

CLN 1A
2A
3
3A
3B
4A
4B
4C
5A
5B
5C
6A
6Bl
6B2

6C
7A
8A
9A
1CA
HA
12A
13A
13B
13C
14A
14B
15A
16A
17A
18A
19A
20A
21A
21B
22A
22B
23A
23B

FLUOR

1.5
2.3
12.5
5.6
3.5
6.2

146.0
30.0
7.4

28.0
53.0
186.0
105.0
97.0
500.0
56.0
8.7
7.1
5.6
8.8
10.4
6.2
30.0
27.0
5.7
4.5
7.9
3.4
4.1
1.6
4.1
24.0
4.5
4.7
13.1
10.6
8.0
16.0

URANIUM CONCENTRATION (ppm)

DNA

2.1
3.3

13.1
5.9
3.6
7.7

146.0
27.5
8.0
22.4
53.7
197.0
107.0
103.0
538.0
52.4
9.6
8.4
7.1
9.9
11.3
8.0
29.9
24.4
7.6
6.1
8.9
5.2
6.1
3.2
5.9
23.6
5.9
6.0
14.9
10.1
8.2
16.5

Total -/.

15.7
6.1
16.6
15.7
14.8
9.6
82.0

INSUFF. SAMPLE
17.5
28.8
129.1
486.0
128.3

INSUFF. SAMPLE
710.2

INSUFF. SAMPLE
42.8
16.6
20.9

INSUFF. SAMPLE
28.8
44.5
75.9
16.6
21.8

INSUFF. SAMPLE
22.7
41.0
11.3
10.5
61.1
28.8
24.4
14.8
33.2
18.3
19.2
29.7
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SAMPLE. _N0,

FLUOR.

24A 25.0
24B 30.0
25A 26.0
26A 5.3
27A 36.0

DNA

21.8
30.2
28.1
6.8

42.4

TOTAL - •>.

63.7
34.0

INSUFF. SAMPLE
14.8

115.2
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RE 279

PERISTALTIC
PUMP

FLEXIBLE
TUBING

CAP WITH
AIR TUBES

HOLE

•SCINTILLATION
CELL

CAP-

FILTER

HANDLE

FILTER TRAY

SCINTILLANT
ON LEXAN

WINDOW

-CELL HOUSING

PHOTOMULTIPLIER

TUBE

-LT

FIG. 1 RE-279 emanometer and

left: apparatus for measuring radon in air by pumping air into ZnS-lined
scintillation cell.

right: apparatus for measuring alpha-activity on filter through which radon-
containing air has been pumped.
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WIRE FRAME-
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HOOK

RIBBON
COLLECTOR

LEXAN
COLLECTOR PLATE

SLOT

RE 279

SCINTILLATION CELL

CELL HOUSING

PHOTOMULTIPLIER
TUBE

RE 279

FIG. 2. RE 279 emanometer and apparatus for measuring radon-decay-product-
activities on 3X5 cm Lexan ( lef t) and ribbon (right) collectors.
Collectors are exposed to radon-containing air and later hung in
the scinti l lation cell for counting.
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RU 13 BE R STOPPER

RUBBER GASKET

LOCKING FLANGES

STOPPER

R E 2 7 9

SCINTILLATION COUNTER

SCINTILLATION CELL

PLEXIGLASS WINDOW

SCALER ,

CELL HOUSING

PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBE

FIG. 4. Chamber and counter for measuring
the rate of radon emanation from solids.
The concentration of radon in the chamber
may be measured at any time by inserting the
cell into the counter. The passage to the
cell may be closed a few hours before the
reading in order to ensure equilibrium in the
radon decay series in the cell at the time of
measurement, but this was found to be
unnecessary (McCorkell and Brameld, 1980).
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FIG. 5. Examples of the growth of radon concentration with time in emanation
chambers such as shown in Fig. 4.
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SCINTILATION COUNTER TO URANIUM

CONCENTRATION IN CANMET STANDARD

ORE PULPS DL-I, BL- I , BL-2 , BL-3 AND

BL-4.
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100 ZOO 300 400 900
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6 0 0

FIG. 6. Calibration of the sc in t i l l a t ion - total-alpha method by means
of CANMET standard ore pulps.



FIG. 7

COMPARATIVE AUTORADIOGRAPHS

,5mm

Gamma-radiograph of a sample show-
ing 2 fjamma emitting radioactive sour-

Alpha-radiograph of the same sample
with a very well defined alpha-particle
source shown in the lower right corner.
The upper left source seen in figure 1
does not register on the alpha radio-
graph since it is beyond the alpha-
particle range in rock.

Finsion-tmck-radiograph of the same
sample showing a high resolution pat-
tern similar to figuro 2.

Al|iha-radiogrn|)h of a weathered
ïuitnplf! showing an nipha-particle track
It.illi.'fii from rosidual uranium decay
pioilucts

Fission-track-radiograph of (ho same
weathered sample showing voiy weak
uranium concentrations suggesting that
the more mobile uranium has been
leached out leaving its less mobile
alpha-emitting decay products
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FIG. 8. Large print of an alpha-autoradiograph of a uranium-rich reduction
centre in a sandstone. The print shows individual alpha-particle tracks.
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FIG. 9 Large print of an alpha-autoradiograph of a uranium-rich reduction centre
in a sandstone. The print shows individual alpha-particle tracks.


